Expanded Use of PA Grading Regarding the COVID-19 Pandemic
Spring 2020, Summer 2020, Autumn 2020

Grading Policies
SP20: https://oaa.osu.edu/grading-policy-changes-spring-2020
AU20: https://oaa.osu.edu/pass-no-pass-fall-2020
Per the policies in the links above, encoding was added to degree audits to accommodate the expanded
use of the PA/NP Grading Scheme during the COVID-19 pandemic.
A requirement was added to the top of applicable degree audits to accommodate and acknowledge the
modified grading schemes for the Spring and Autumn 2020 semesters (for coursework taken at OSU and
transfer credit) and Summer 2020 term (transfer credit only). This requirement will only appear on the
audit if students have applicable courses on their record. It has 5 sub-requirements, each of which will
only appear if a course applies. If you have questions about this, please contact your degree audit
encoder. These sub-requirements do the following:
Sub-requirement 1:
This sub-requirement gathers all courses from SP20 that have a PA grade. This then allows the course(s)
to be used in requirements later in the audit that normally restrict a PA grade from counting (GEs,
major, minor, etc.).
If you need to restrict a SP20 PA graded course from counting in requirements later on the audit, you
can remove this course using the following:
• Insert Course exception (IC)
• Use the pseudo: REJ REMOVE P
• Add the course to the list. Save the exception.
Please note that courses with a PA grade from SP20 are not counted in the limit of 20 hours of PA grades
that can count for total degree hours.
Sub-requirement 2:
This sub-requirement gathers course(s) that were taken in SP20 and transferred to OSU that were
graded using some sort of pass/non-pass grading scale when taken. These courses will have a mark of
KS. These courses are allowed to count in other requirements later in the audit that normally restricts or
limits an S grade from counting (GEs, major, minor, etc.). Please note that regular transfer credit limits
will still be applied.
If you need to restrict a SP20 KS graded course from counting in requirements later on the audit, you
can remove this course using the following:
• Insert Course exception (IC)
• Use the pseudo: REJ KS SP20
• Add the course to the list. Save the exception.
Sub-requirement 3:
This sub-requirement gathers course(s) that were taken in SU20 and transferred to OSU that were
graded using some sort of pass/non-pass grading scale when taken. These courses will have a mark of

KS. This sub-requirement only gathers the courses, but does not allow courses to apply later on the
audit in places where S grades are normally restricted. If appropriate, the College office can post an
exception to the audit to allow this course to be used in requirements on the audit that would normally
restrict this. *See below for exceptions posting information.
Sub-requirement 4:
This sub-requirement gathers all courses from AU20 that have a PA grade. This only identifies the
courses that were taken PA/NP in AU20. PA grades are allowed to count in certain requirements from
AU20 (GEs, applicable major, applicable minor, and applicable other supplemental requirements) and
encoding has been added to the audits to accommodate this.
Please note that courses with a PA grade from AU20 are counted in the limit of 20 hours of PA grades
that can count for total degree hours.
Sub-requirement 5:
This sub-requirement gathers course(s) that were taken in AU20 and transferred to OSU that were
graded using some sort of pass/non-pass grading scale when taken. These courses will have a mark of
KS. These courses are allowed to count in other requirements later in the audit that normally restricts or
limits an S grade from counting (GEs, major, minor, etc.). Please note that regular transfer credit limits
will still be applied.
If you need to restrict an AU20 KS graded course from counting in requirements later on the audit, you
can remove this course using the following:
• Insert Course exception (IC)
• Use the pseudo: REJ KS AU20
• Add the course to the list. Save the exception.
*To post exceptions for SU20 transfer courses that received a mark of KS and should be used in a
degree requirement that normally restricts the use of S grades:
The top of the audit will show:

The course is not applying to the requirement because GE requirements restrict S grades from applying.

To allow this course to be used later in the audit, add an exception.

This is a Modify Codes exception type.

Enter the course (using the correct course mask) and enter “S” in Reject Code 1. Click Save.

This will allow the course to apply to the requirement. Please note that courses with this exception type
will no longer show in the requirement at the top of the audit.

***Please note that for all transfer credits that apply to sub-requirements 2 and 3, all normal transfer
credit rules will still apply (e.g., general and special credit, limits on major and minor, etc.), so a course
still not apply to a requirement if it violates a transfer credit limit.***
Please contact your degree audit encoder with questions.

